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Dead President
Emily Lazar
" •..

YO

neither

that /Jiyp/ace Jba// neuer be JJJiththose cold and titnid souls IJJhokJleJJJ
lJidoty nor defeat." -Tlleodore
Rooseielt

I ask his favorite president at one A.M.,
although I know it's Roosevelt.
Because I've seen his boyhood bed and he
can pick apart my coughs and sobs and sighs
from others', we begin our talks like this.
He asks in whispers what's the bravest thing
I've never done. Getting married or
tattooed, I answer. Not so bad, he laughs.
In fact, he paid for needles dipped in
ochre ink to pierce between his shoulder blades
and form the face of Teddy Roosevelt.
But still no still-frames of us nestle in his wallet.
His future's strewn with plans like broken fences.
I talk in silver circles all around him,
but hero worship's where he feels the safest.
Who is this man who doesn't promise
a blessed thing aloud,
but inks himself a vow upon his skin?
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Nature's Seamstress
Stephanie Korbas
In the evening she prepares;
By threading moonlight
Into the eyes of wind born needles,
Then gingerly knotting the ends
With a quick tug of her teeth.
I could feel her
Nearing the screen of my window
As the last layers of daylight peeled
Away from the dark flesh of the sky.
A quilted shadow
Blanketed my shivering lips,
Which she then pulled over my open eyes
Before its lashes were drawn together
By a tightening of the final stitch.
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Brothers, Emily Lazar
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I've not forgotten you, brother.
Bob Barrick
I've not forgotten what you're capable of.
How you can hold a mind by its body,
and blowout craters
through its chest.
How you can take an urban landscape, just take it,
and blast us out from the sides of rooftops.
How you can sink entire cities of man
beneath the thick fabric of Earth.
I've not forgotten
when you got your first broom.
And with it velcroed tight to your thighs,
you batted about the house
with fruit Hies, lifting windows
to let others in.
And soon you were to lift whole hills
into steep inlets. A fjord for all coexist
in this.
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walk around
Craig Middleton
I tried to write a poem
to the tune of
"Delll Bones"
about you.
But truthfully,
I've never seen your bones.
All I've ever seen of you
is the face,
the haircut,
the glossy coat
you wear into the world
every daypale as bone, perhaps,
but softer.
I can imagine
that intimate act
of clackin' our dry bones
together,
not a sin of the flesh
but of the bones,
a deeper thrill
than sex or hugs.
When Ezekiel connected
dern dry bones,
they walked around
coupled like that:
tibia and fibula,
carpals and metacarpals.
Each formed a pair
as you and I might be.

7
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But knowing you is harder
than knowing my own bones
(l guess I've never seen those either)
or writing a poem
about a song
with very few words.
It never mentions
what the hand bones are
connected to anyway,
and you know I can't talk
without my hands.
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SoundsAlly Denton
I know you're home
when the rubber on the door
swishes against the dusty hardwood,
then slams back with a dull thud.
I know the exact sound of your keys
and their keychains as they dancea tiny skier from Utah, the Empire State Buildinp.L,
clanking against one another in your pocket.
I know the weight of your footsteps.
The pattern your ripped-up Converse choose
as you round the corner, taking
five heavy strides toward my room.
I know the twinge of the mattress springs
when you lay down in bed, on top of the covers,
yom clothes still smoldering
with last night's smoke.
And I pretend that I'm still asleep,
So I can hear yom steady sounds next to tiline.
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Michael Deserves His Own Birthday
Ella Paul
Eighty-one days ago,
in the white light of Target,
leaning on a red cart with square holes,
I quietly met Mike.
His teeth were white and square and neat and unobtrusive,
like the sound of his voice.
Later, we did laundry, separating his whites and his colors
into the square, metal machines.
We sat in the hallway while his clothes spun.
I-Ie told me he has a twin sister,
and the winter solstice is always split with her,
a reminder of their tandem entry into the world.
So this year, I'm going to make him a square, white cake,
ornamented with nineteen neatly-placed candles,
and only his name
so he doesn't have to share.
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Arcadia, FL
Eric Ellis
Mothballs spent in primrose sanda cost that slept through flea markets,
whose antiques sought refuge
in wheel-rusted, beige-scented vans
that had driven straight out of 1988
and aged, but remained.
A pale trailer had survived
even Andrew Yeah, we could see
it now, orange tree out front
with bulbs of unripe green
stretching from low branches
over the dipping, cratered, anthill lawn.
The neighbor's cheap linked fence
still down, mowed over and covered
in squelched bits of grime-covered leaves.
That stench lingered too long,
red air wafting up from the shore,
primrose sand tainted pink.
The chalky spheres kept the moths
at bay, but left the soft earth damp
with something to be desired.
Furniture replaced, but much
still missing.
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Catnip, Melissa Rangel
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Normal
Paige Frisone
On. the ~lanet of the anxious, ground is still; people orbit.
Citizens Jostle through a crowd with adrenaline-driven
angst to reach the front of the line and stare at an empty
stage.
Trading prescription drugs, a personal exchange of information, It's nice to meet you would you like to try these?
An array of colors- heat melts the candies- an imprint of
henna onto one's palm. Like a responsible drunk's tally
method, a way to keep track, "Taste the rainbow:" Pop 'em
back.
On the planet of the anxious, schizophrenic voices keep
you company until your navigation systelll says, "Turn
right ...left." And so you do just that. Sharp turn into another's head, both collapse cackling, wondering if they can
plan happenstance again. John Nash understands.
On this planet danger is the only thing certain; eyes roll in
the backs of heads, spontaneous laughter and no one to
share it with. Sometimes people walk with eyes closed and
their arms out, reaching for the material of air.
The sun never sets.
On the planet of the anxious, there are no problems.
"Abilify!" someone will scream at four in the morning, a
vocal reminder to take their pill; everyone feels cursed.
On this particular planet, there exists an inner turmoil that
everyone understands, yet no one can figure out. Like setting gasoline on fire to one's kidney, a discomfort resides
right in the gut; some walk around holding their sides,
males babbling in certainty that a baby is coming.
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People often pace here. Left to right, in circles, sometimes
hopping up and down. Where are you going? Is a dumb
question. The answer is obviously "home." I'm going
home, aren't you? They say.
On the planet of the anxious, people often make lists for
every minute of the day: 1. Go to bathroom from 12:0012:02PM. 2. Eat a chip 12:02:07PM - 12:02:15 PM. 3.
Don't get behind. It's 12:03. They will often crumple them
and start over, forcing themselves to go to the bathroom
agal11.
On the planet of the anxious, a soft fog hovers over its hallucinating residents, the remnants of Albuterol and Flovent
puffs for those who cannot breathe from the fog. Poorly
ventilated rooms of insanity, it's a surprise one does not
feed off the other carnivorously.
On the planet of the anxious, most are rehabilitating from
their fugue states that led them here.
On this particular planet, cell phones do not exist, for the
last dumb person to use a smart phone wound up playing
with the glass shards of last night's temper tantrum.
On the planet of the anxious, an assignment like this is no
easy task.
On the planet of the anxious, most lose their appetites and
no one is alone for more than twenty-seven seconds.
God taunts people.
Some have restless leg syndrome, swimming in air, kicking
aggressively at night until they are too tired to live come
morning,
Time is never told.
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On the planet of the anxious, lullabies are often sung
backwards, "Why, oh why can't I?/Beyond the rainbow /
If happy little bluebirds fly..." Making them 'seibaIlul', a
child's pronunciation of 'syllable', a lull.
On the planet of the anxious, there is no bedtime; one by
one, throughout the day, people just slowly collapse onto
the cold floor, compressing their anxiety into the cracks.
The minute their shivers resign, is the minute that they are
free.
This world is exclusive.
And you're welcome for that.
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o P, Maddie

Eckrich
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In the Ark
Olivia Yoch
Because we misused
The uterus which now gives us
Shelter forcibly
For a generation
40 days, 9 months, the duration of a flood
We were all entombed
Every microcosm
Flora, fauna, and climate
All relearning patience
We were lulled to sleep
By the rolling of a liquid mother
Gestating in God's womb
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Forgetting
Katie Johnson
Forgetting is a great big building
with marble floors in echoing rooms
and hallways made of brick roads
where the ice cream man from your childhood
will sell you an ice cream in the misshape of your favorite cartoon
character.
The rooms are categorized carefully;
those things that have been there the longest have earned their glass
cases,
paying a toll of patience for protection from the dust.
In one room are the toys you lost or broke:
the teddy bear with one eye and the stitches unraveling on one arm,
revealing a secret world of white Huff, the stuff of clouds and pillows,
betraying the absence of the soul you thought was there.
He looks at you with his one eye, the same way your first love looked
after your first argument;
you think you can see her still, her injured expression
reflecting briefly in the glass
of a case of the keys you lost,
the buttons that rolled into vents or the one you swallowed in first
grade,
the things your mother said but you never listened,
the indifference as you stood at your grandfather's funeral.
Everything is here, pinned and documented and labeled neatly
on tiny strips of paper, even the ice cream in your hand
you've forgotten as it melts,
the features running, the skin losing its luster as it drips down your
fingers,
bubblegum eyes melting in black streaks.
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The Vegas Story
Mark Wilhelm
I couldn't help but overhear you boys telling stories over
here. Telling your big tales, eh? Your great victories, your shining
moments? Comparing dicks, are ya-Iength, girth, looks? Well, I've
got a dick to compare with all of yours. It's not as pretty as yours,
not all neat and trimmed. It doesn't stand at attention quite as nice
as yours, but it's sure to put a bit of wither in 'em.

"

"

Oh, did I interrupt? Is it not my turn to talk? When is it
ever anyone's turn anyway? I never got my turn, and you don't heat
me complaining. Besides, you've got a lot to learn if you think the
world works by turns. Now will you please just let an old man tell
you a story? It's not asking much. I just want to tell you my story
and then I'll be on my way.
It starts back in '53. I was thirty-one and working as a
clerk at the front desk of a hotel and casino in Vegas. It was a nice
place-no Fabulous Flamingo, not so ritzy as all that, but definitely
a place for upper-class customers. Anyway, this chum comes in one
morning and asks if I can tell him what room this other churn's
staying in. He says the guy's name is Walter Hopkins. So I check my
ledger and tell him I'm sorty but he just checked out this morning. The guy asks if I could give him Hopkins' address so he can
write him. He says it's very urgent. I tell him unfortunately I can't
give out that information because it's strictly confidential. I suggest
that he write his letter to Hopkins now and give it to me so I can
forward it for him. This guy pulls his hand out of his pocket, puts
two-fifty on the counter, and asks again, real cool, if I could give
him Hopkins' address. Now, I was looking at the guy before, but I
wasn't really looking at him, you understand?
He was just some chum at the front desk-there's
dozens
of 'em every day. But now I look at him. Back then two-fifty was
worth about what twenty bucks is worth today. It was the size of
the bribe that caught me off-guard. If it was much larger, maybe
five or ten, then I'd have known something fishy was going on.
Any lower and it would've been obvious this chum wasn't really too
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desperate to get in touch with old Hopkins. But two-fifty ... how
do you figure that? It's in the gray area. It's the amount of money
you'd be thrilled to find in your trouser pockets but wouldn't be too
broken up about if you lost. A two-fifty bribe is unreadable.
So I look the guy over. He's real average looking. Round
face, slicked brown hair, clean-shaven, white shirt, navy tie, khaki
trousers and black shoes. Nice looking, well dressed, but not overdressed. No zoot suit and fedora. Totally average, run-of-the-rnill.
And his face isn't giving anything away, either: he's got his poker
face on, playing it real cool, just standing there with his fingers on
the bills and his eyebrow cocked, waiting.
So I take the money. I figure: what could it hurt? It's just an
address. That's public information; you can get it anywhere. Besides, at that point in my life I was glad to snatch up any extra cash
I could get my hands on. The wife had just popped out a fourth
kid, and it wasn't exactly cheap living in Vegas. Plus, I had a bit of a
gambling problem in those days. Couldn't stop myself. What money
I didn't gamble away I spent on liquor to forget about all the money
I did gamble away. Tall\: about a vicious cycle. The wife ended up
leaving me because of that. Took the kids with her. But that's an
old story. People have told that same story thousands of times.

"

"

What? Christ, son, can't you keep quiet for five minutes?
I'm trying to tell ya a story and you're cutting in and trying to get
me off track? Why don't you just let me decide what's important
and what's not, huh? Don't you worry about my ex-wife; this story
isn't about her.
Anyway, like I was saying, I take the money and give the guy
the address in L.A. that Hopkins listed. I--Iesays thanks and leaves,
and that's that. I take my two-fifty and buy a few dozen pulls at the
slots and a couple shots of whiskey. Things go back to normal for a
willie.
Maybe a week later I'm reading the L.A. Tunes like I do
every Sunday, and I'm flipping through the obituaries section, and
I see a name that catches my eye. Walter Hopkins of LA. I can't
remember his address anymore, but it matched the one in the hotel
register-I

even double-checked

the ledger when I went back to
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work the next day. It was my Hopkins. The obit claimed he was a
real family man: outlived by his loving wife and daughter.
I'll tell ya, boys: it's a funny thing when you think you might
be responsible for someone's death. Of course the obit didn't say
how he died-they don't wanna muck up the pretty sentiments by
discussing the nitty-gritties. But there was something rotten about
the whole thing. This cool character comes into my hotel and
bribes me for information on Hopkins, and then Hopkins turns
up dead. You try not getting yourself stuck on that, tell me how it
goes.
At first it was kind of like my own personal murder mystery. I ran through that morning dozens of times in my head. Fifty
times, a hundred times. Analyzing that bird, that slick son of a
bitch-every movement, every gesture, the enunciation of every
syllable of every word. Who the fuck was he and what was his beef
with Hopkins?
I came up with scenario after scenario: Hopkins had run up
a gambling debt with a member of organized crime-a-ranging from
a no-name small-time loan shark to Meyer Lansky himself-and
the bird had come to collect. Hopkins owed the guy some money
and the guy decided to snuff him out. This guy had known Hopkins for years and always hated his guts and finally decided to end
his miserable life. Hopkins met the guy at the casino and somehow
pissed him off-beat him in a hand of cards, tried to punch his
lights out, spilled his drink on him, stole his lucky machine, talked
too loud. The guy wasn't really after Hopkins at all: he killed him
to get at his wife. Or someone in his family. The guy was having an
affair with Hopkins' wife and decided to take Hopkins out of the
picture completely. Hopkins had stolen the guy's wife from him and
he was out to settle the score. This bird was a serial killer who'd
picked out Hopkins as his next victim. Or he was just completely
fuckin' insane and picked a person to murder at random.
I wracked my brain over it for weeks, but I couldn't get any
closer to a solution. That fucker was completely unreadable. He
could've been anybody-he
might as well have been every character I'd imagined up and none of 'em. Whenever I tried to pin
him down in my head he'd wriggle away and change shapes. And
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that goddamn two-fifty. You tell me, boys: who the fuck bribes
with two-fifty? Anybody, that's who. If there was one certain type
of person who'd bribe with two-fifty, then I could've made some
headway in figuring the whole thing out. But anyone could bribe
with two-fifty.
I started to get sick of it. It wasn't fun anymore. It wasn't
a game; it was an obsession. I needed to figure it out, and every
time I tried I couldn't, and that only made me need to solve it even
more,
I'd lie awake at night-couldn't
fall asleep, couldn't stay
asleep. Of course the new kid was always screaming those days, but
I barely noticed it. I practically ignored the family. I was always paranoid at work: for some reason I kept thinking that bird was gonna
show up at the casino again. I was eyeballing every other chum that
walked into the place, trying to pick that totally average face out of
the crowd. I could've sworn I spotted him at least a dozen times.
After a while I started telling myself: hey, maybe Hopkins
wasn't murdered. After all, there hadn't been any report of a police
investigation. Maybe he got in a wreck, or had a heart attack, or fell
and broke his neck, or drowned, or overdosed on sleeping pills, or
hung himself, or slit his wrists. Just said fuck it all to his two-story
house on beachfront property and his loving wife and daughter.
Those were comforting thoughts. But that fuckin' chum and his
fuckin' two-fifty. The whole thing had been too fishy for that bird
not to be involved. Jesus-old Hopkins could've stayed at any hotel
in Vegas, but he just had to bring his dirty laundry to me, didn't he?
I'll tell ya, boys: there's no happy ending to this story. I hit
the tables hard and the bottle harder. I just couldn't take it anymore.
I was guilty, boys, guilty as sin. I was sure I'd caused old Hopkins'
death, but I couldn't quite admit it to myself. If I'd just been able
to figure out what had happened, if I just knew why, then maybe I
could've gotten some kind of closure. But there wasn't any closure
for me-there
ain't no closure like that in life. I made my closure
with slots and scotch. And that's all there is to tell.

"
Yes, that's it. What, you didn't like how things turned out?
You think I did? Would you rather I'd tracked down that bird and
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figured out what happened? Maybe rub him out like the stain he
was? Would you rather I'd told the police what happened so they
could investigate Hopkins' death? Would you rather I'd gone to
Hopkins' wife and kid and told 'em how sorry I was for accepting that bribe? Yeah, well, I wish I'd done those things, too. But r
didn't. I didn't do any of that.

"

"

You wanna know the point, huh? The point is for you to
shut up and listen, son. You boys have done more than enough
talking, telling your bullshit stories-your
grand adventures and
your great escapes. I figure it's my turn to talk now. I want to talk,
you see? I need to talk and you all need to hear a story about real
life-a story that doesn't end with a win. That's a real fuckin' story
for ya.

"

"

Don't you analyze me, boy. Yeah, I said I needed to talk, I'll
admit it: I never told anybody about all that business with Hopkins
until now. You boys are the first people I ever told. But so what?
You all needed to hear it just as much as I needed to tell it.

"

"

Because you're young and stupid, that's why. I see what
type of people you boys are. You're the kind 'a chums that play the
tough guy act, put on a big show and pretend like you're stone-cold,
like nothing ever gets under your skin. If you've got problems you
play 'em off like they're not as big as they really are. I'll tell ya: you
keep playing like that and you'll end up alone and miserable.
You'll start drinking and gambling and throwing your life
away, and before you know it your wife'll cut out because she
doesn't understand

what's wrong with you because you never had

the stones to tell her about it. And then you'll be fucked, and you'll
stay fucked until you finally learn to drop the act and deal with your
life. Trust me: I've been around the block a few times. That's how it
always ends for tough guys like you.

"

"

... huh? Did I say ... well, sure, I gambled before, and drank.
It was Vegas, for Christ's sake. Did I say I was hooked on all that?
I guess that's not entirely true; maybe I lied about that. It didn't re-
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ally get bad until after the Hopkins thing. But ... but what does that
matter? That doesn't make any difference. No, that doesn't make a
difference at all.

"

"

Well, years of hard work is how. It ain't easy to shake something like that, you know: how are you supposed to give up the one
thing that makes life seem bearable? It takes long enough just getting to the point where you want to give it up, believe me. Lots of
years spent wallowing, lots of therapy, lots of time spent thinking
about what I'd lost because of it.
My first wife, Charlotte-Christ,

did I miss her. The kids,

too, but I never really knew 'em that well, you know? They were
still young when she took 'em back East. But Charlotte ... she was
always good to me. But she didn't understand because 1 never told
her about old Hopkins and how I couldn't get him out of my head.
I didn't want to tell her: I was ashamed and I didn't want her to
know about it. I thought I could get through it on my own, but that
just pushed us further apart. So she left, and 1 never spoke to her
much again.
And my other wives-I

had two more after Charlotte. They

came along after I'd gotten over the gambling and drinking, but it
didn't make a difference: both those marriages ended the same as
the first. I never told 'em about everything ... about anything. I kept
it all corked up; I thought I could handle it without telling anyone
about it. I still didn't want to admit it to myself, you know? But that
shit just eats at you and kills everything-kills
any kind of relationship you're trying to have. So it turned out I was no good at marriage. No good at all that.

"

"

You don't need to apologize, boys, though I appreciate the
thought. In fact, I almost can't believe you'd feel sorry for anything,
considering the royal prick I've been acting. But I imagine you've
about figured me out by now I'm a real piece of work, aren't I? I
know you know why I'm doing all this, but I'm begging you not to
say it; let me keep some of my pride. You boys have done well with
that so far.

"

"

:2
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No, I guess I never did introduce myself, did I? The name's
Roy. And I have to admit, it's damn good to meet you.
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Stolz, Eric Ellis

26
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War Poem
Bob Barrick
We'd read war poems
next to his bed.
I swear we would.
We'd thumb entire lives
like a city wood.
We'd ash cigarettes in the bush.
And chatter like letterman
in the bunker.
I'd slip one in for him.
Something dark. Something to die to.
I slip shaded spruce leaves
over his bunk. Gravel pits.
A pair of matte black
lips.
And he'd know we'd go together.
I swear we would.
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Homecoming
Reid Bruner
1.
An unexpected sightYou framed in my doorway with the sunlight
Silhouetting your tenuous thespian poise and twitch
Of a smile, and I breathe in the azalea incense.
This abandoned house of oursOur decrepit Jerusalem with defenses and Temple ransackedIs all yellowing walls, decaying floors, and harsh
Light spilling in through the crumbled eaves.
Still, at a table residing in a floorboard chasm,
We will-amidst tea, stale bread, and a muggy afternoonTalk, strangely enough, about our separate ways and the
Measure of our lives.
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II.
Sparking, Sparking, Sparking,
So begins the cleansing of these
Past eight nondescript years.
Four with you. Four without.
Your French textbooks and ballet dresses,
My incomplete poems and untuned piano,
(How ridiculous, now 28 years old with
Penniless names, these times seem.)
Barely paid medical bills without seals,
Torn tickets to seedy galleries now extinct,
Blood-stained razors and shards of empty bottles,
Statues of formless icons and luckless saints,
Thirty or so silvery coins we shared,
And every memory dreadful and delightful
Are swept into the pulsating fire and,
somewhere
Between where heat distorts the air
and
The blank slate above, dissipates.
By 1:00 AM, the flames consume one another in
Search of sustenance, leaving a barren shell
I-:Iousingthree generations worth of ash.
All adrenaline and caffeine, we sink into the heap
And watch as the final flares of our endless, set
Days stretch thin across the sky.
We break and eat bread with our soiled hands.
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Falling to my knees as you slip to dreaming,
The altar was founded, the true sacrifice made,
To restore these weathered bones and sinew,
To stir "Hosannas!" anew in me.
Drifting, Drifting, Drifting
Through consciousness and unconsciousnessSo we prepare for our new bodies, new minds,
All the dark desires and haphazard images of G-d.

III.
Morning's fingers crest over the expanse, the resounding
grooves,
The silent ridges, and curl about the charcoal foundation of the house and,
Upon scrapu1.gits skin on the surface, bleeds a winding,
unsettling odor.
A distant orb stares us down through a now
blackened doorframe.

We sooty faces with spodess minds

glance aimlessly at the work of
Our own hands, the erasing of gossamer,
diseased sutures.
Then I focus on the weedy
road, the limb extending from the door, at a
Point where all the colors, lines, and
streets blur and converge.
This destination in limbo must be
where we always set course.

2012
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Yes, all the quarrels, all the ecstasiesThe licking of the last bitter tea leaves encrusted on the rim of the cup,
The steady rise and fall of our chests synchronized,
Yes, all the visions, decisions, sinsWill return, only written in a
refined, inspired verse.
Was it worth it and will it be worth it,
after all?
Dawn whites out
the horizon and you awake, Lean on my
Knobby, scrawny shoulder
and shake. I kiss you once on the
Forehead, twice on the
cheek, and thrice on the lips, a smoky
Taste with a hint of chardonnay.

doorframe

As we stumble through the
onto the gravel path,

How our trembling fingers intertwine, how your hair flows
Into mine, how the light
refracts from the gloss of your eyesWe have discovered Zion
shadowed in a film of ash.
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Dynasty, Annette Bochenek
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Together
Brian Gross
Together we were broke together, parents divorced together,
pennies in our pockets and hours for all the minutes we didn't
have together. Together we sat in your car at somewhere's
midnight, figuring we'd figure something out if we sat there
long enough.
Together we looked in your eyes, at my snarled smile, and
together we look away.
And then there wasn't another together for months. Maybe a
year from what I hear or from how you tell it. Then I saw you
in the snow, only moments ago, said hello, out of breath, with
a friend, and you said "we should catch up." And when you
spoke, you said together.
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Arthur's Seat, Emily Lazar
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Nine Ways of Looking at an Orgasm
Ginnye Cubel
I.
Pumping the pedals of your bike until the apex of the
throws you down.

hill

II.
Two trumpets hitting an identical notereverberating.
III.
Ash branch bending and pending the crack, pliable limbs
giving before the rupture.

IV
Biting through the crisp casing of buoyant plum flesh
until the juices
trickle down your cheek.
V.
Predawn caw of the blackbird, trem.bling the farmer's
bones as he collects the eggs.

VI.
Ice cream, crisp and cool,
scooped from the barrels
disfigured and seamless.
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VII.
Railroad tracks by mistake crossed, the trains
impact and leave nothing.
VIII.
Book slarruned in hush.
IX.
Blueberry streusel crumbs on dark wood tables.
One sweep of the hand
and they're gone-
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An Empty Glass
Lucy Veransco
"l'vlore water, sir?"
Startled at the voice, he looked up and saw the waiter looming over dutifully with a dripping pitcher of water. He nodded and
watched the ice rise to the brim of the glass. Filled, once again,
he thought emptily. The glass was filled, but still empty; the water
gained could not replace the water lost.
The waiter disappeared without him noticing. He continued to stare straight ahead at the strategically placed entrance. He
ignored the empty chair before him. He was distant, absorbed in his
mind. He became lost in the memories, the sound of her voice in
the morning, groggy and sweet, but he couldn't think of that. That
was the past.
As slow as a eat's yawn, the second hand on the clock above
the door moved. The noise, inaudible to the average patron, became louder and louder to him. The noise crept into his thoughts
and caused him to remember her unpunctuality.
As if waking him from a dream, the bell sounded, signaling her arrival. She crossed the floor without urgency and filled the
naked chair. She spoke first.
"The omelet looks nice," she said, glancing at the daily specials listed on the black board.
"Sure it does."
"I haven't had one in a while."
"I know. So," he drew a breath. "How is it?" he asked.
"It's fine. I'm fine," she said.
A silence spread like butter on whole-wheat toast. It melted
into the crevices and sensing the uneasiness, she spoke again.
"How's Corine?"
"She misses you," he started and began to raise his voice
with impatience. "She asks every day when her 'mama' is coming
home. Do you know how hard it is for her?"
"I had to go. She needs to understand," she said flatly.
"It was the wrong time. She's in the kindergarten play. Did
you know that?"
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"That's great, but you know I won't be able to see it." She
looked down at the white tablecloth and began tracing circles with
her fingers.
He watched her fingers move and thought how he wished
to hold her hand again, but again, that was the past.
"You could-"
he started.
"1 can't," she stated firmly. Her words were stale, unmovable, though his wobbled on jelly.
"You missed her first bose tooth. I had to play tooth fairy.
When I crept to her bedside, I stepped onto her xylophone =the
one your mother gave her-and
created such a noise that her eyes
began to open and she groggily asked how the tooth fairy could be
a man. She didn't remember it the next day. You could have been
there," he stared at her hard and craned his neck to get a better
look. Unaffected by his words, she was still looking down with apathy, tracing methodically.
J-Ie continued, "You didn't see her learn to ride a bike. I had
to buy two boxes of those Dora Band-Aids and we had to open
nearly every Band-Aid because you know how she only likes to
Wear the ones with the monkey." He paused. "We flew a kite the
other day,"
She looked up.
"We flew a kite," he repeated.

"Oh."
"There was the right amount of wind. Corine took hold of
the handle and ran as fast as she could. I could barely keep up with
her. She was doing it for her mom to see, she said. She knew how
tnuch you loved to fly the kite. You always said you wanted to be
free."
She was looking dowr at the tablecloth again.
"She was doing it for you. Don't you ever miss her? Don't
you eVer miss us? I miss the days when we could laugh about anything. We could laugh about omelets!"
"1 still like omelets," she said calmly.
.
"N 0, you don't." His voice was slipping on syrup and dripPing Onto the table. "You don't care and you didn't care."
"I could not care. 1 couldn't keep living like this ...

»

Her
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. ~ , kled ceiling.
mouth was agape with her palms up toward the spec
~D
h·
d .
for me. 0
,S e continued, "Do you remember how hal' It was
.' .
b '1' my frustrayou remember after she was born? Do you remem e
d
.
thoughts an
non you couldn't understand? You couldn't hear my
.
.
I t bet Cheenos
I, m gIad you
couldn't." Her words were stale a plla e
falling into an empty bowl, hitting the sides with a rattle.
Emptiness. She was empty, and so was he.
.
He closed his eyes and leaned back in his chaIr.

"More water, SIr?"
.
ss It was bare
I-Ie opene d hi s eyes to his drained water g Ia"
.
except for the two lingering ice cubes frozen together.
"'\
..
. . sked and mo.
I re you walt1ng for someone?"
the walter a
noned to the lifeless chair.
"Oh', no. Sorry, It'S only me," he replied
. wear
-nril y. "Thank
you."
He opened
ture of Corine and
looked
like heer mot
')

his wallet for a bill for the waiter and saw picher innocence, her lively, green eyes. flow she
h er. I-Ie looked to the spec ld e d ceeilin .'g wonder.
lng. I erhaps she was watching them now. She cared. She had smiled
and laughed, but once emptiness replaced fullness she couldn't be
completely filled again.
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When my Father Performs a Funeral.
Bob Barrick
In the last days
of my father's senior year,
he and his buddies would get drunk on Pabst
and drag race pas t
sprouting corn fields.
I see them laughing.
I see them in throws of laughter.
In throws, in throws in throws of laughter.
I see them one Spring night.
They assuming that the two
who had roared off
under the sky's black tarp rolls
had only driven into town
and were not now wire hangers
wrapped around a telephone pole.
And when my father performs a funeral,
with wisps of his ripe hairs escaping him,
he says it's here. The Lord's hands ill the wind
caught in the valley of his robes.
And that's exactly what he does.
He performs.
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Aisle 4, Porter, Indiana
Eric Ellis
It's as simple as the slip of the lips.
Some say tongue, but I've seen
everything.
Wrapped in plastic.
Supermarket cold-cuts, sweating
chilled, sedentary.
And maybe
they tell tall tales at night, when
the pale tile floors are no longer
lighted-the
bologna to the ham.
I know they're made up.
But
That's where I heard this one:
a daughter and mother hurry
two little steps fitting comfortably
inside mother's stride. Her sneakers
blinked on fire, flashing red
at the heels, like an emergency.
And by the slip of the lips, mind
you,
mother calls out to the girl,
who is falling behind and unable
to keep up ...
"Hurry up, Claire."
But Claire isn't right. No, now
the steel-clattered cart, full of
bread, eggs, all things whitecrystalline. Unbroken.
Claire
is not her name.
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From my post
by the produce, I can't tell if
the mother knows her sin, or if
the daughter's chest splinters ...
My tongue feels heavy; it needs
to be swallowed or caressed, told
everything's alright because
a name is the first thing
we are given, and the
only thing we have.
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Deviant Key
Brian Gross
I was the key
That fit, turned, and didn't click
that gets stuck, you wiggle out, and huff lowly at yourself
for trying
that dangles in your pocket for years, denoted by its nicked
edges from
failed forced attempts,
until you sacrifice a thumb-nail, trick me through the loopde-loop, and set me aside
-not trash meset me aside in the whatever drawer incase you figure out
one day
where I go, and your deadbolt misses my efforts.
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Stephanie, Melissa Rangel
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Normalcy
EM
"You know why we're here Will," you stammer. "Rob. Do
you know why you're here?"
Rob raises his head. "If I do, I don't like where this is
headed."
"You don't like where this is headed?" you say. "You!" you
say. "I get a call on the phone today from Will's principal, informing me that my son was caught in the bathroom 'having an encounter' with another male student, and you don't like where this
headed?"
You let the point ring out. Will stares at the kitchen island,
grinding his thumb into the palm of his hands, counterclockwise,
once, twice, clockwise, once, twice, gathering himself, exhaling
quivering breaths. Mom's eyes shut hard. Rob's lungs won't contract. Will shifts his feet.
"And what does that have to do with me?" Rob £lnally asks.
"You're-!" you begin, loudly, incensed.
"Gay!" Mom finishes, glowering. She speaks measured,
evenly and tempered. "What does that have to do with him?"
You shake your head. "Your son comes out this year, and
now my son is gay?"
"Our sons are gay."
We knew what you'd say, how you'd react. But at the same
time we needed your acceptance, hoped it would come. Hoped and
hoped.
The ceiling fan lazily spins above us, and shadow-casting
light spills from its cups. You rest your hands on the sink turn to
stare out the window absently, at obscured stars hiding like so many
half-moons behind the thick, thatched tendrils of the window
screen.
Mom leans heavy against the stove. It creaks. Her hair is
hastily tied back and she is still wearing one swaying silver teardrop
earring. She must weigh double what she shows tonight. Will leans
against the phone stand on the far wall, head-hung. J-Ie's just as tall
as it. Always has been small. Rob sits on a step-stool, pallid, fur-
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thest removed. He hasn't shaved today. Unbroken for minutes, the
silence laps at our toes, stands our hair up. You pull your gaze from
the window and look at each of us in turn. We sit like the four ends
of a cross.
"Just what are you suggesting?" Mom says. She doesn't have
your control; each word rises in pitch and intensity. Her final syllable rings throughout

the entire house. Her eyes red.

"Isn't it obvious?" you say.
"No," she says, almost as a dare.
All you have is your anger, passed down to the other men
in your family like your green eyes and cleft chin. You have your
father, tearing out dresser drawers when you didn't fold your clothing right, throwing your dinner against the wall when you stuttered
during grace. You have your silent mother, the sadness in her stone
eyes.

"Your son fucked up my son!" you say to her, and turn to

Rob. He stands, ready to defend himself. Will's small frame has
shrunk even further. Mom clenches her wrist in her hand, digging
her long red nails into the flesh as if burrowing to the bone. She
has her regret. She speaks softly.
"You're a bastard."
You stop, reeling. You turn to her, and just look. Your wife.
Quietly crying, flecks of cracked nail polish pepper her arm- or is
it blood? You look at Will for the first time. Disconnected, he stares
at the tile beneath him as if it will all fall away if he stops, grinding
his thumb into his palm, once, twice, counterclockwise. Rob doesn't
back down.
Our dysfunctions

bared, the silence creeps back in like an

absent shadow. It's oppressive. The air is thick and our words are
lost. Our bones and muscle sink into themselves under the slow
weight of the soul-compacting atmosphere. Your family, pieces of
a fallen window pane.
"Look. I just want to fix this," you say. "I want to fix you,
Will. Help me understand."
Will doesn't look up. Rob frowns. "You don't just fix it," he
says.

"Look, Rob, I want to help him! There must be some sort
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of therapy," you say.
Rob slams his fist against the refrigerator. "Help me, James!
At least pretend that I'm your son sometimes!" You regard him
with widened eyes. "Help both your sons." Will runs the back of
his hand across his eyes and wipes his wet skin on his shirt. Mom
grips the oven's handle. Rob looks directly into your eyes.
You mumble something angrily about the dust on the
pots. Mom stares at you. But you turn, you kneel as we stay still,
you open the cabinet under the sink and pull out a can, slosh it
around, and spray the silver handle of a saucepan. Clanging pots
are the sound of normalcy, of activity, industry, the telltale dun of
everything wrong but working toward right. You know that the
alternative is arms-crossed, gazes-down, is stifled, cloying silence,
is pleading for a solution when we are so insoluble, is having to say
the words, "I can't."
You run a spare rag around the contours of the saucepan's
handle and admire your distorted face in the clean surface. You
move it with a clank. You shuffle out a pot with a metallic thud and
repeat, spritz, wipe, clang. We wince, though thankfully, because it
shatters the silence. Our jaws can separate, our skin can slacken, our
hearts can beat.
There's sound, glorious patter and clanks, breath. There's
distraction. We can exhale, and you can fix something. It is small
but meaningful.
For a fleeting moment we can forget to speak or think, and
concentrate on our Own insolution. You have your clanging pots,
and we have our quiet certainty that our family can't yet implode
like a dying star. We may have already destroyed ourselves, but for
now at least, we have our clanging pots and what we call our normalcy and what we call our happiness.

47
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Patiently Wading, Annette

Bochenek
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(Self) Immolation: Or, On Breaking the Fourth Wall
Reid Bruner
(Re) FineThe final syllable
Dropped two days before
You departed for some sort
Of new Nirvana(s).
The "i," ice(ily) accented,
Crashed in a state of (im)perfect (dis)orderA pile of cinderblocks throwing off an
Ashy (un)holy cloud. To this day, light
Drifting and Sifting downstream to my face
Is a dirtied sepia. And to think the light first arrived
With another face ready to meet mine.
That word , still that word tastes of
Frozen air Yellowing decay Smelted skin
And (self-) forced exile.

A triptych:
Left Panel: A plain oaken table with an intrusive light set
above. A white note stained with cream lettering--This
was pored over like a holy text until the words lost their
meaning and body then were reincarnated as points and
lines and strokes.
Center Panel: I sit hunched over in a chair, staring at you,
Casual Viewer, Indifferent Reader. Peer into this scene.
Share your thoughts. And please be something more than
silent strained pity eyes or a muffled "What the fuck?"
No. Enough of that. Tell me, what is burning?
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Right Panel: Strident Vacance-A b(l)otched plaster wall with
fissures spiderwebbing over the surface. Whether I d(r)i(llin)
g out the ground, (rejrecord all the (already happened) current happenings, (un)dissect writing(s) until the bare bones
(de) lay before me- Soft light touches on some other (Ex
Nihilo) rivulet trickling off the cracks. Disappointed? Well,
this is your art. From the darkening corners to the ghostpale
skin.
Out the (sl)iced window,
Pruned trees remind me of a thousand limbless Shivas
[They used to dance in the breeze. So well, so often-in the
breeze.]
They'll act as my (pseudo-)meditation, shrouded
In a hazed winter light. Inhale. Exhale.
Inhale .. Exhale .. Inhale ... Exhale ... 1nhale(s) Exhale(s)
Light brown *Inhale* Light brown hair *Exhale*
Light brown hair falling *Inhale* Light brown hair
Falling from the tower *Exhale* Light brown hair
falLing from the tower to the ground *In- ... Kha, kha,
khaLight brown hair falling from the tower to the
ground
Was my last sight of you.
My breaths come in shallow and (un)sure
And I go splash azure and (s)cold(ing) water
All over my body. Do what mast be done.
Still in shock. Note to «self»
control the
Pen stroke. Note to «self»
the body is only
A vessel, and a frail one at that. Note to «self»
You no longer belong to my"self." (I) found an
Answer in muddied greys. What was burning?
Glimpse around and find any empty spot.
The body's only a weak vessel.
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Basel, SBB, Eric Ellis
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Songs About
Katie Johnson
Sing, she says, please,
glass glittering in her hair
and one shoe gone,
and already I am forgetting her smile,
forgetting her,
the details slipping into this moment
of red and glitter,
her quiet whispers already filed behind
this desperation I never wanted to know;
sing, sing,
but I've already forgotten the words.
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Trevor Explains
Lydia Johnson
"Picture it like this. All it is is when two things have been
checking each other out
all night from across the room at a party. And somehow
somebody bumps them
together and they get this close to each other and they
start shaking like they got
the chills or the shivers or the Holy Ghost. That's the
beginning, right?
Then they're so amped and wired to be all up in each
other's faces, you know,
right smack dab next to each other that they suddenly
want every part
of them to keep on touching the other one. Like they're
always connected, forever
and ever until the end. So one thing is the bravest and
the most excited and pops
off a little light that attaches to the other one and sparks
start shooting out.
Sparks everyplace like fireworks. Can you see it? The hot
heat and then
the bright white blast everywhere. Some people say that's
electricity,
but my momma told me that's what happened on the
night she made me."

__
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Mellow Mallard, Annette Bochenek
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Allister's dad
Emily Lazar
took her out on Old Spiceland Road
to put a bullet in her temple.
It was summer and the dust wouldn't settle;
his high powered rifle sent it scrambling.
This is how the locals tell the story,
their ear canals cotton-stuffed, noses
downward in diner mugs.
But I saw Allister walk away from that fight alive,
alone, with a torn shirt, bloody
lip dripping, face smeared
like a finger painting. And slung over
her left shoulder, the relic weapon
her father'd drug up the steps of the cellar
that morning. I asked
what happened, saw her lips purse,
pronounce murder
like she was licking skin
off a cherry pit, that precise.
And she said if I'm to die, it'll be my finger
that pulls the trigger and my
daddy who darkens ditchwater
on the side of Spiceland Road
in the meantime.
Nine days later, she was dead from tetanus
contracted while touching
her split lips to the gun's rusted barrel,
redeemed.
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Staff Bios

Reid Bruner was the bastard, orphaned child of Virginia Woolf
and Kurt Cobain. He then wandered around the world for awhile
with a troupe of novelists, musicians, alligator fighters, actors,
hippies, and the occasional monk until he was left, yet again, at
Butler where he studies Art + Design, Psychology, Spanish, and
Gender Studies.
Ginnye Cubel is part girl and part vanilla latte. When she's not
campaigning for the earth (recycle that!) or bombarding the
Manuscripts staff with emails, she can be found watching Arrested Development and cuddling with her dolphin pillow pet. She
someday hopes to become a professional gypsy.
Halie Davila incubates baby chicks for a living, not the weird
white ones but the fluffy yellow guys. She will be entering one
in each of the 50 state fairs in hopes of getting at least one grand
champion. She's not quite sure how she's going to get to Alaska.
Ally Denton is lost. If found, please return her to one of the
designated Canadian Embassies so she can finally become a legal
citizen of the great Maple Leaf/Syrup country. Before we lost
Ally, she enjoyed running on the Monon, eating copious amounts
of frozen yogurt and pretentiously drinking craft beer at local
breweries. If you're reading this as an employer and you ~ave a
job related to the latter activities that you think would SUItAlly
remarkably well, please contact her ASAP.
Eric Ellis once fought off twelve polar bears with nothing but his
pants and a magic shield. Okay, so they were polar bear cubs, but
who's counting? Not you.
Laura Fernandez, esteemed Ebay aficionado and local bargain
shopper, hails from the town of San Louis. As a Latina, Laura
experiences the Spanish cultures of her pasts, including random
urges for clacking castanets and dancing flamenco.
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Sabrina Gregory resides in Massachusetts. She was raised by her
two loving, eccentric aunts. She also has a lovable, mischievous,
black cat, Salem, who she likes to thik talks back to her at times.
Her hobbies include hanging with friends, making potions, and
casting spells on unsuspecting humans.
Joe Lawry recently discovered that he is related to Walt Whitman. To learn more about this connection, Joe traveled to Washington D.C. where he learned a terrible secret: Walt Whitman was
actually a 3,000 year-old Chinese demon that the government had
used to clone Joe. When he confronted the President with this
newfound information, however, it was revealed that Joe was actually the demon that Walt Whitman had been cloned from. Joe
proceeded to Hong Kong, the place of his ancient birth, intent on
traveling back in time to stop Walt Whitman from writing Leaves
of Grass which was actually The Book of the Dead. When he isn't
traveling back in time to battle humanist poets, Joe likes to ruin
supervillains' plans and thwart alien invasions. He also likes
video games but those aren't nearly as cool as the other things he
just described. His favorite catchphrase is "Karate explosion!"
Kate Newman is a two-year Manuscripts survivor who enjoys
kicking ass and baking cookies in her spare time. She really wants
to see pictures of your baby.
Lucy Vernasco, freshman English writing major, can usually be
found drinking copious quantities of tea and discussing the wonders of ice cream and Metric. In her free time she enjoys contacting wandering spirits with her beloved Ouija board, which does
indeed work.
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